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ations 

CpGenCap 
The summation of the capacity cost in respect of all CpGencos for a billing period 
minus the amount of liquidated damages received duriig the months 

ADB Asian Development Bank 

AMI Advance Metering Infrastricture 

AMR Automatic Meter Reading 

BoD Board of Director 

BTS Base Transceiver Station 

CAPM Capital Asset Pricing Model 

CDP Common Delivery Point 

COSS Cost of Service Study 

CPPA (G) Central Power Purchasin.g Agency Guarantee Limited 

CWIP Closing Work in Progress 

DIIP Distribution Company Integrated Investment Plan 

DISCO Distribution Company 

DM Distribution Margin 

DOP Distribution of Power 

ELR Energy Loss Reduction 

ERG Energy Regulatory Commission 

ERP Enterprise resource planning 

FCA Fuel Charges Adjustment 

Fl Financial Year 

GIS Geographical Information System 

GOP Government of Pakistan 

GWh Giga Watt Hours 

HHU Hand Held Unit 

HT/LT High Tension/Low Tension 

HSD High Speed Diesel 

IGTDP Integrated Generation Transmission and Distribution Plan 

JESCO Islamabad Electric Supply Company Limited 

KIBOR Karachi Inter Bank Offer Rates 

KSE Karachi Stock Exchange 

KV Kilo Volt 

kW Kilo Watt 

kWh Kilo Watt Hour 

LPC Late Payment Charges 

MDI Maximum Demand Indicator 

MMBTU One million British Thermal Units 

MoWP Ministry of Water and Power 

MVA Mega Volt Amp 

MW Mega Watt 

NEPRA National Electric Power Regulatory Authority 
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NOC Network Operation Centre 

NTDC National Transmission & Despatch Company 

O&M Operation and Maintenance 

OGRA Oil and Gas Regulatory Authority 

PEPCO Pakistan Electric Power Company 

PESCO Peshawar Electric Supply Company Limited 

PDEIP Power Distribution Enhancement Investment Program 

PDP Power Distribution Program 

PPA Power Purchase Agreement 

PPAA Power Procurement Agency Agreement 

PPP Power Purchase Price 

PYA Prior Year Adjustment 

R&M Repair and Maintenance 

RAB Regulatory Asset Base 

RE Rural E1ectrifiction 

RFO Residual Fuel Oil 

RLNG Re-gasified Liquefied Natural Gas 

RoE Return on Equity 

RORB Return on Rate Base 

ROR Rate of Return 

SBP State Bank of Pakistan 

SOT Schedule of Tariff 

STG Secondary Transmission Grid 

SYT Single Year Tariff 

T&D Transmission and Distribution 

TFC Term Finance Certificate 

TOU Time of Use 

TOR Term of Reference 

'1PM Transfer Price Mechanism 

USCF The fixed charge part of the Use of System Charges in Rs./kW/Month 

UOSC Use of System Charges 

WACC Weighted average cost of capital 

WAPDA Water and Power Development Authority 

XWDISCO Ex-WAPDA Distribution Company 
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Determination of the Authority in the matter of l)istriburion Tariff of 
Quetra Electric Supply company Limited Ne. NEPI&t'TRF-505/QLSCO-2019 

1. Background 

1 .1. The amendments in the Regulation of Generation, Transmission and Distribution of Electric 
Power Act, 1997 was passed by the National Assembly on 15th March, 2018, which was 
published in the official Gazette on 30'' April 2018 (the "Amendment Act"), resulting in 
restructuring of the energy sector. 

1.2. As per the amended Act, function of sale of electric power traditionally being performed by 
the Distribution Licensees has been amended under Section 21(2)(a), whereby 'sale' of 
electric power has been removed from the scope of 'Distribution Licensee' and transferred 
to 'Supply Licensee'. 

1.3. Section 23E of the Act, provides NEPRA with the powers to grant Electric Power Supply 
License for the supply of electric power. Section 23E(l), however, provides that the holder 
of a distribution license on the date of coming into effect of the Amendment Act, shall be 
deemed to hold a license for supply of electric power under this section for a period of five 
years from such date. Thus, all existing Distribution Licensees have been deemed to have 
Power Supplier Licenses, to ensure distribution licensees earlier performing both the sale 
and wire functions, can Continue to do so. Section 23E, further states that the eligibility 
criteria for grant of license to supply electric power to be prescribed by the Federal 
Government, and shall include, provision with respect to a supplier of the last resort, as the 
case may be. 

1.4. In view thereof, Quetta Electric Supply Company Limited (QESCO), hereinafter called "the 
Petitioner", being a Distribution s well as deemed Supplier filed separate tariff petitions for 
the determination of its Distribution and Supply of Electric Power Tariff for the FY 20 18-
19 in terms of Rule 3 (1) of Tariff Standards & Procedure Rules-1998 (hereinafter referred 
as "Rules"). 

1.5. The Petitioner, inter alia, has requested for a distribution cost of Rs.12,777 million for the 
FY 2018-19 i.e. Rs.2.67/kWh based on projected sales of 4,779 GWh as detailed below; 

Total Units Sale (GWh) 4,779 

Distribution Cost (Rs. In Mln) 
Operation & Maintenance 4,919 
Depreciation 2,539 
RoRB 6,407 
Other Income (1,088) 
Net Distribution Margin 12,777 

Average Rate (Rs.kWh) 2.67 

2. Proceedings 

2.1. In terms of rule 4 of the Tariff standard and Procedure Rules, 1998 (hereinafter referred to 
as "Rules"), the petition was admitted by the Authority on December 02, 2019. Since the 
impact of any such adjustments has to be made part of the consumer end tariff, therefore, 
the Authority, in order to provide an opportunity of hearing to all the concerned and meet 
the ends of natural justice, decided to conduct a hearing in the matter. 

2.2. Hearing in the matter was scheduled on January 29, 2020, for which notice of admission I 
hearing along-with the title and brief description of the petition was published in 
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newspapers on 12th  January, 2020 and also uploaded on NEPRA website; Individual notices 
were also issued to stakeholders/ interested parties. 

3. Issues of Hearin 

3.1. For the purpose of hearing, and based on the pleadings, following issues were framed to be 
considered during the hearing and for presenting written as well as oral evidence and 
arguments; 

i. Whether the basis used by the Petitioner for bifurcation of its costs into supply and 
distribution segments are reasonable? 

ii. As provided in NEPRA Amendment Act, 2018, QESCO as Distribution Licensee shall 
be deemed to hold Supply License also for a period of 5-years. In this regard, QESCO is 
required to explain its organizational restructuring in respect of segregation of 
responsibilities for Distribution Business and Sale Business? 

iii. As per NEPRA Amendment Act, 2018, obligations of procurement of assets including 
meters (for satisfying its services) and disconnection I reconnection services (on 
demand of Supplier) are with Distribution Licensee whereas procedure for metering, 
billing, collection of approved charges and recovery of arrears are the obligations of 

Supply Licensee. In this scenario, QESCO is required to state the mode and manner 
being developed and followed for appropriate coordination between Distrib.ition 
Licensee and Supply Licensee? 

iv. Whether the projected demand is reasonable.? 

v. Whether the projected Distribution Margin (excluding RoRB) is justified? The 
petitioner is required to provide Grid wise plan of its proposed O&M. 

vi. Whether the projected Return on Regulatory Asset base (RORB) for the FY 20 18-19 is 
justified? 

vii. Whether the distribution margin should be recovered on Rs./kW or Rs./kWh basis? 

viii. Although the Petitioner has requested T&L) loss target in the supply of power petition, 
however, being relevant to the Distribution of Power business, whether the requested 
T&D loss target for the FY 2018-19 in the supply of power petition is reasonable? 
Whether this target comprises of both Technical and Commercial losses? 

ix. Whether QESCO fully utilized the investments in different heads allowed previously 

in FY 2016-17 and FY 2017-18? QESCO is required to provide project wise detailed 
report showing benefits achieved so far. 

x. Whether the requested investment without submission of 5 Year IGTDP is justified? 
Petitioner must provide the project wise detailed report along with rationale against 
the requested investment for FY 2018-19. 

xi. As per the available record, QESCO is unable to draw its allocated power quota. QESCO 
is required to submit reasons for less drawl by identifying the grey areas in its 
transmission and distribution system. QESCO is also required to submit load shedding 
policy in high loss areas and what are the proposed plans specifically for loss reduction 
and removal of overloading and system constraints! congestions to ensure full drawl of 
its allocated quota? 
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xii. Wi-tether the ToU meters installed on Residential & General Services connections have 
the capability to record MDI? 

xiii. Whether the concerns raised by the intervener! commentator if any are justified? 

xiv. Any other issue that may come up during or after the hearing? 

4. Filing Of Objections! Comments 

4.1. Comments/replies and filing of Intervention Request (IR), if any, were desired from the 
interested person! party within 7 days of the publication of notice of admission in terms of 
Rule 6, 7 & 8 of the Rules. In response thereof, IR has ben filed by M/s CM Pak Limited 
(ZONG). A brief of the concerns raised by MIs CM Pak is as tinder; 

4.2. The intervener highlighted issues being faced in terms of provision of electricity, coupled 
with over billing, deteriorating system and non-cooperative mechanism being adopted with 
respect to discharge of liabilities by the Petitioner. It was also submitted that provision of 
electricity connections despite paid demand notes ranges from 100-400 days, whereas, as 
per the rule 4 of NEPRA Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, the time period 
rescribed for new connections is within 30 to 55 days. The Intervener accordingly 

requested the Authority to issue directions to the Petitioner for provision of electricity 
connection in accordance with law and decide the pending over billing complaints/issues 
within a specified time in accordance with law. 

4.3. The Authority observed that the issues highlighted by the Intervener were primarily 
complaints in nature, therefore, directed the Petitioner, during the hearing, to ensure 
provision of pending connections without further delay. The Authority also directed the 
Petitioner to establish a corporate desk to facilitate its corporate clients in terms of provision 
of electricity and to address the issues of overbilling, if any, on priority basis. The Authority 
also noted that an issue regarding delay in installation of pending connections was also 
framed for discussion during the hearing. However, the Petitioner did not submit any details 
with respect to the pending connections as of June 2019.. The Authority while analyzing the 
DISCOs performance statistics report published by PEPCO noted that total applications 
pending for new connections in respect of the Petitioner were 1,913, which include 1,231 
domestic, 382 commercial, 253 Agriculture, 26 industrial and 21 others applications. The 
Authority directs the Petitioner to provide electricity connections to all these pending 
applications without further delay and submit a quarterly progress report in this regard. 

4.4. During the hearing, the Petitioner was represented by its General Manger Technical, along-
with its technical and financial teams; On the basis of pleadings, evidence/record produced 
and arguments raised during the hearing, issue-wise findings are given as under; 

.5. Directions given to the Petitioner in its Tariff determination for the FY 2017-18 

51. The Authority gave certain directions to the Petitioner in its tariff determination for the FY 
2017-18. The Authority understands that periodic monitoring of the directions given by the 
Authority is absolutely necessary in order to analyze the Petitioner's performance, 
therefore, the Authority has decided to have a half yearly review of the given directions, 
instead of discussing the same only during the tariff proceedings. However, the directions 
which are directly relevant to the tariff determination of the Petitioner are discussed 
hereunder; 
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6. To spend at least 20% of the village electrification fwiäs for improvement / up-gradation. of 
the grid without which it should not undertake any village electrification resulting in 
overloading of its system. The village electrification would only be undertaken without 
augmentation of the grid if it already has spare MVAs.  

6.1. The Authority in the tariff determination of QESCO for the FY 2015-16 observed that the 
impact of all the investments may get diluted, if the Petitioner carry out village 
electrification imprudently as imprudent village electrification may result in overloading 
and increasing the T&D losses. 

6.2. In the past, the village electrification was restricted to poles, lines and distribution 
transformers only. Its impact on the existing-grid or strengthening of the grid duo to the 
additional load in the form of village electrification was totally ignored. In view thereof, the 
Authority directed the Petitioner to spend at least 20% of the village electrification funds 
for improvement / up-gradation of the grid. The Petitioner was further directed not to 
undertake any village electrification which would result in overloading of its system and 
the village electrification would only be undertaken without augmentation of the grid, if it 
already has spare MVAs. 

6.3. PEPCO vide letter dated July 01, 2020, directed all the DISCOs to deduct 20% from the SAP 
funds. This action caused hue and cry amongst the different stakeholders and a meeting. of 
Cabinet was convened on July 07, 2020, wherein it was decided that the practice. of 
deducting 20% from SAP funds should be discontinued. 

6.4. The same decision was communicated to NEPRA, which was subsequently discussed with 

the honorable Federal Minister of Energy with respect to its implications to the Sector. The 
Federal Minister assured that wherever grid augmentation is involved, the Ministry of 
Energy (Power Division) will ensure these funds to DISCOs to beef up the grid facilities. 

6.5. The Authority keeping in view the decision of Cabinet dated July 07, 2020 and subsequent 
assurance by the Honorable Federal Minister of Energy, hereby directs the Petitioner to 
stop the existing practice of deducting 20% of SAP funds for grid augmentation and carry 

out the augmentation of the grid after coordinating with the Ministry of Energy. 

7. To restrain from unlawful utilization of receipts against deposit works and security deposits, 
and to give dear disdosures in its Financial statements with respect to the consumer financed 
spares and stores, work iii progress and cash & bank balance. 

7.1. The Authority during the tariff determination of the Petitioner for the VY 2015-16 and 
onward, noted that the Petitioner had insufficient cash balance as on 30th  June 2015 against 
its pending liability of receipt against deposit works and consumer security deposits, which 

indicated that the amount received against the aforementioned heads has been utilized 
somewhere else and the Petitioner failed to provide details in this regard. The Authority 
observed that the amount collected as security deposit cannot be utilized for any other 
reason and any profit earned thereon has to be distributed to the consumers. Also, the 
amount collected under the head of receipt against deposit works has to be spent for the 
purpose for which it has been collected. The utilization of the money collected against 
deposit works and security deposits other than the works for which it has been received is 
illegal and unlawful. In view thereof, the Petitioner was directed to provide rational / 
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justification for improper utilization of the money because the consumers have to face 
unnecessary delay for their applied Connections. 

7.2. Similarly for the FY 2018-19, the Authority has again observed that the Petitioner as per its 
provisional accounts has insufficient cash balance as on 301h June 2020, against its pending 
liability of receipt against deposit works and consumer security deposits, thus, indicating 
that the amount received against the aforementioned heads has been utilized somewhere 
else for which no details have been provided. 

7.3. Accordingly, the Authority has decided to include the amount of receipts against deposit 
works as a part of Deferred Credits for the assesment of RAB for FY 2018-19, after excluding 
therefrom the cashl bank balances and the amount of stores & Spares available with the 
Petitioner as on June 30, 2019. 

7.4. In view thereof, the Authority has decided to take up this matter separately with the 
Petitioner through M&E/Legal Department, however, at the same again directs the 
Petitioner to ensure that in future consumer's deposits are not utilized for any other purpose. 
The Petitioner is also directed to restrain from unlawftul utilization of receipts against 
deposit works and security deposits, failing which, the proceedings under the relevant law 
may: be initiated against the Petitioner. The Petitioner is again directed to give clear 
disclosures in its Financial Statements with respect to the consumer financed spares and 
stores, work in progress and cash & bank balance: 

8. To provide certificate of replacement hiring from its Auditors. 

8.1. The Petitioner despite repeated directions of the Authority has failed to provide the required 
certificate of replacement hiring, accordingly, while assessing the Pay & Allowances of the 
Petitioner for the FY 2018-19, the Authority has deducted the amount of replacement 
hiring. In view thereof, the Authority has decided to take up this matter separately with the 
Petitioner through M&E/Legal Department, however, at the same again directs the 
Petitioner to provide the certificate of replacement hiring from its Auditors as directed by 
the Authority in its previous tariff determinations. 

9. To maintain proper record of its assets by way of tagging each asset for its proper tracking and 
also to provide explanation on the concerns raised by the Authority in terms of its R&M cost 
in the tariff determination for the FY 2015-16, not later than 30th September, 2018.  

9.1. The Authority in the previous tariff determinations of the Petitioner pertaining to the FY 
2015-16, FY 2016-17 and FY 2017-18, observed that proper tagging of the assets is of utmost 
importance in order to enable the Petitioner to properly classify its cost in terms of capital 
or expense and accordingly, directed the Petitioner to maintain a proper record of its assets 
by way of tagging each asset for its proper tracking. In addition, the Petitioner was also 
directed to provide an explanation on the concerns raised by the Authority in terms of 
capitalization of costs which were being expensed out as R&M by the Petitioner. The 
Petitioner did not provide any update in this regard either during the hearing or afterwards. 
In view thereof, the Authority has decided to take up this matter separately with the 
Petitioner through M&E/Legal Department, however, at the same again directs the 
Petitioner tO ensure proper tagging of its assets so that costs incurred are properly classified 
as per their nature and also to provide explanation on the concerns raised by the Authority 
in terms of its R&M costs. 
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10. To create the  spratepost-retirement benefits Fund before 30" September2018. 

10.1. The matter has been discussed in the ensuing paragraphs while deliberating the issue of 
Distribution Margin requested by the Petitioner. 

11 To provide a clear disclosure for all its assets on cost basis i.e. without revaluation, in notes to 
the financial statements.  

11.1. The Authority while going through the financial statements of the Petitiner during tariff 

determination for the FY 201 7-18 observed that proper disclosure of the Petitioner's fixed 
assets on cost basis i.e. without revaluation was not available in the financial Statements. 
Accordingly, the Petitioner was directed to give clear disclosure for all its assets on cost basis 
i.e. without revaluation,-in its financial statements. 

11 .2. The Petitioner during the hearing submitted that assets on cost basis have been disclosed in 
audited financial statements. However, the provisional accounts submitted by the Petitioner 
for the FY 2018-19 still did not include disclosure of fixed assets on Cost basis. In view 
thereof, the Authority has decided to take up this matter separately with the Petitioner 
through M&E/Legal Department, however, at the same again directs it to give clear 
disclosure for all its assets on cost basis i.e. without revaluation, in its financial statements. 

12. To provide details in respect of its.plan for shiffing of tube-well connections on solar.  

12.1. The Authority, during the tariff determination of Petitioner for the FY 2017-18, in view of 
the Federal Government consideration of shifting the Petitioner's tube-well connections on 
solar, observed that if the same is implemented, it would positively impact the Petitioner's 
T&D losses. Accordingly, the Petitioner was directed to provide details in respect of its plan 
for shifting of tube-well connections on solar. 

12.2. The Petitioner during the hearing submitted that PC-i for conversion of 10,000 tube-well 
connections on solar was prepared and has been submitted. 

12.3. The Authority observed that no proper details have been shared by the Petitioner in respect 
of its solarisation plan despite lapse of considerable time, therefore, the Petitioner is to 
provide the latest updates in the matter along-with time lines for conversion of tube-well 
connections on solar. 

13. To share the detail of late payment charges recovered from the consumers and any invoice 
raised by CPPA (G) under the head of mark-up on delayed payments for the FY 2014-15 and 
FY2015-16.  

13.1. The Authority during the tariff determination of the Petitioner for the FY 2017-18 noted 
that CPPA-G did not raise any invoice to the Petitioner on account of late payment charges, 
therefore, the amount of LPS allowed in the FY 2015-16, FY 2016- 17 and FY 2017-18 shall 
be adjusted once the CPPA-G raises the late payment invoice. The Petitioner has not shared 
any details with respect to the invoices raised by CPPA (G) under the head of mark-up on 
delayed payments for the respective periods. In view thereof, the Authority has decided to 
take up this matter separately with the Petitioner through M&E/Legal Department, 
however, at the same again directs the Petitioner to provide the required details of late 
payment charges recovered from the consumers and invoices raised by CPPA (G) under the 
head of mark-up on delayed payments for the period from FY 2015-16 to FY 2018-19, in its 
next tariff petition. 
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14. Whether the basis used by_the  Petitioner for bifurcation of its costs into supply and 
distribution segments are reasonable? 

15. As provided in NEPRA Amendment Act, 20l8 Q.ESCO as Distribution Licensee shall be 

deemed to hold Supply License also for a period of 5-years. In this regard, QESCO is required 
to exp1ain its organizational restructuring in respect of segregation of responsibilities for 
Distribution Business and Sale Business? 

16. As per NEPRA Amendment Act, 2018, obligations of procurement of assets including meters 
ifor satisfying its services) and disconnection / reconnection services (on demand of Supplier 
are with Distribution Licensee whereas  procedure for meteringa.billing, collection of approved 
charg_d recovery of arrears are the obligations of Supply Licensee. In this scenario. 
QESCO is required to state the mode and manner being developed and followed for 
appropriate coordination between Distribution Licensee and Supply Licensee? 

16.1. As explained in earlier paragraphs, the function of sale of electric power traditionally being 
performed by the Distribution Licensees has been amended through NEPRA Act, 2018, 
whereby sale' of electric power has been removed from the scope of Distribution Licenses 
and tranferred to 'Supply Licensee. -, 

16.2. In light of the aforementioned provisions of the Act, the Petitioner was required to bifurcate 
its costs in terms of Distribution and Supply Function and provide basis thereof. 

16.3. The Petitioner during the hearing submitted that expenses related to operation divisions & 
GSO circles have been made part of distribution costs, whereas,expenses of.revenue offices, 
bill distributers, meter readers and meter supervisors have been allocated to the Supply 
Function. Head office expenses have been allocated proportionality to Distribution and 
Supply functions based on number of operation divisions & grid station offices and revenue 
offices respectively. Regarding Computer center expenses, the Petitioner submitted that 
85% cost of the computer center has been charged to Supply function and 15% to 

Distribution function, as the computer center primarily deals with billing and bill printing. 

16.4. The Petitioner provided the following organogram in this regard; 

 

BOD 
Oistribu 510,1 
Busi,ess 

5,3:1: Esiness 

 

CEO 

 

Chief Commercial 
Officer 

CE (T & 0) Chief Operation 
officer 

Manager Commercial SE (050) SE operations 

Revenue Offices 050 offices Operation Divisions 

16.5. Regarding coordination between two business i.e. Distribution and Supply functions, the 
Petitioner submitted the following; 

i. Superintending Engineer (SE) of operation circle is responsible for all activities of both 

businesses. 

ii. Deputy Commercial Manager (DCM) (staff Officer of SE) of operation circle is 
responsible for metering, billing and collection of his circle. 

iii. Executive Engineers of Operation Division are responsible to manage requirement of 
meters, disconnection and reconnection through Sub Division Officers and report to 

Superintending Engineer. 
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iv. Revenue Officers is responsible for metering, billing and collection. They will report 
toCM. 

v. Procurement of meters will be done centrally through Manager Inventory Control, on 
request of Executive Engineer and issue the meters to Sub Division Officers on their 
request. 

vi. All the financial transactions between two businesses will be adjusted through inter 
office transaction advises. 

vii. Every Revenue Office & Executive Engineer Office will be declared as accounting unit 
and a Divisional Accounts Officer will be posted. 

viii. Divisional Accounts Officer will be responsible to keep the record of all financial 
transactions. 

16.6. The Authority understands that as per the Amended Act, the Distribution Licensee is 
responsible to provide distribution service within its territory on a non-discriminatory basis 
and develop, maintain and publicly make available, with the prior approval of the Authority, 
an in'estment program, meaning thereby, that installationlinvestment, operation, 
maintenance and controlling of distribution networks, form part of the Distribution License 
and activities like metering, billing and collection form part of the Supply License. 

16.7. The Authority observed that the Petitioner has bifurcated its Costs keeping in view the 

functions as provided in the Act, i.e. all non-sale elements of the distribution segment (i.e. 
installation/investment, operation, maintenance and controlling of distribution networks) 
as part of the Distribution License and all sale related activities (metering, billing and 
collection) as part of the Supply License. 

16.8. The Petitioner has also shared its organizational restructuring program in respect of 
segregation of responsibilities for Distribution Business and Sale Business, whereby the 

Chief Commercial officer shall be the head of Supply Business and Chief Engineer (T&G) & 
Chief Operation Officer shall be responsible for distribution activities. Similarly, the 

Petitioner has also shared the manner being developed and followed for appropriate 
coordination between Distribution Licensee and Supply Licensee. 

16.9. The Authority believes that after amendments in NEPRA Act, all the Public Sector 
Distribution companies are required to make organizational restructuring in terms of 
segregation of responsibilities of the Distribution and Sale functions and in order to ensure 
appropriate coordination between both functions. Hence, keeping in view the fact that it is 
operational issue and DISCOs are owned by the Federal Government, it would be more 
appropriate that a centralized restructuring plan at the level of Federal Government is 

prepared to be implemented by all the public sector DISCOs in order to have a uniformity 
and consistency in the structure. 

17. Whether the projected demand is reasonable? 

17.1. The Petitioner owing to the fact that since the F'Y 2018-19 has already lapsed, has used its 
actual purchases and sales for the FY 2018-19 i.e. 6,257 GWh and 4,779 GWb respectively, 
with actual losses of 23.6%. 

17.2. The Authority observed that the issue being relevant with the Supply Business has been 
deliberated in detail under Supply Tariff Petition of QESCO for the FY 2018-19. 
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18. Whether the projected Distribution Margin (excluding RoRB) is justified? The petitioner is 
required to provide Grid wise plan of its proposed O&M.  

18.1. The Petitioner has requested an O&M costs of Rs.4,919 million in its Petition for its 
distribution function for the FY 2018-19 as detailed hereunder; 

Operation & MaIntenance 
Rs. In Mm 

2018-19 

Employees Cost 

Salaries, Wages & Benefits 3,064 

Retirement Benefits Paid 646 

Total Employees Cost 3,710 

Admin Expenses 176 

Repair & Maintenance 574 

Travelling 187 

Transportation 194 

Management Fee 14 

Miscellaneous Expenses 65 

Total O&M 
p. 

4,919 

18.2. The O&M Costs includes Employees cost (including Post-Retirement Benefit), Admin 
Expenses, Repair and Maintenance expenses, Travelling Expenses, Transportation Expenses, 

Management Fee and Miscellaneous expenses related to its distribution. The Petitioner in 
terms of requested O&M has only submitted that based on inflation adjustments to the 
Petitioner's operating expenses from the latest available data. The Petitioner also submitted 
that revisions may be made to revenues within that period if actual inflation is different 
from forecast and the profits or losses that arise from changes in efficiency or demand would, 
however, are retained by the Petitioner for the duration of the revenue control period. 

18.3. The Petitioner however afterwards vide letter dated April 08, 2020, requested that actual 
costs as per its provisional accounts for the FY 2018-19 provided by the Petitioner, may also 
be considered while assessing the costs for the FY 2018-19. 

19. Salaries Wages & Other Benefits 

19.1. The Petitioner has requested an amount of Rs.3,710 million for the FY 2018-19 under the 
head of Salaries, Wages & Other Benefits including Rs.3,064 million for Salaries & wages 
and Rs.646 million for post-retirement benefits paid. No further details as to how the 
requested number has been projected has been provided by the Petitioner. 

19.2. Considering the fact that the period i.e. FY 2018-19, for which the cost is being assessed, has 

already lapsed, therefore, the Authority has decided to consider the actual Cost incurred by 
the Petitioner in this regard. It is also pertinent to mention that being a public sector 

company, the Petitioner is required to pay, its employees, the increases in salaries & wages 
announced by the Federal Government through Budget. 

19.3. The Authority observed that as per the provisional accounts of F'Y 20 18-19, submitted by 

the Petitioner, the actual expenditure under Salaries, Wages and other benefits (excluding 
postretirement benefits) is around Rs.3,886 million. The provisional accounts, however, do 
not provide any bifurcation of the Salaries, Wages and other benefits costs in terms of 
Distribution and Supply Functions. Therefore, the Authority, has allocated the total cost of 
Salaries, Wages and other benefits proportionately to the Distribution and Supply Functions, 
based on the figures of Salaries, Wages and other benefits requested in the Distribution and 

Determination of rho Authority in the matter of Distribution 7 'ariff of 
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Supply Petitions. Accordingly, the cost of Salaries, Wages and othe.r benefits (excluding 

postretirement benefits) for the FY 2018-19 pertaining to the distribution function works 

out as Rs.3,007 million. 

19.4. Here it is pertinent to mention that the Petitioner, despite the Authority's clear directions, 
has not still provided the replacement hiring certificate. Therefore, while working Out the 
Salaries, Wages and other benefits for the FY 2018-19, cost of replacement hiring of Rs.223 
million has not been allowed. Thus, the net amount being allowed to the Petitioner for 
Salaries, Wages and other benefit costs, (excluding postretirement benefits, discussed 
separately) for the FY 2018-19, after deducting the replacement hiring cost of Rs.223 
million, works out as Rs.2,783 million. 

19.5. The Petitioner is also directed to provide certificate of replacement hiring from its Auditors 
as directed by the Authority in its previous tariff determinations. Once the requisite 
certificate is provided by the Petitioner, the Authority may consider allowing the cost of 
replacement hiring. 

20. Post-Retirement Benefits 

20.1. The Authority considering the overall liquidity position in the power sector and in order to 

ensure that the Petitioner fulfils its legal liability with respect to the post-retirement 
benefits, directed the Petitioner to create a separate fund in this regard before 3Qth  June 2012. 
Subsequently, this deadJine was extended by the Authority. The rationale was that the 
creation of funds would ensure that the Petitioner records it liability more prudently since 
the funds would be transferred into a separate legal entity. In addition to that these 
independent funds would generate their own profits, if kept separate from the company's 
routine operations and in the longer run reducing the Distribution Margin and 
eventually consumer-end tariff. 

20.2. The Petitioner during its tariff determination for FY 2014-15 submitted that consultant M/s 

Zahid & Zahid has been hired for creation of postretirement benefits funds and the draft 
trust deed has been sent by the Consultant. The direction of creating independent post 

retirement fund was passed during the FY 2011-12 and since the Distribution Companies 
were not creating independent fund, therefore, the actual amount on account of pension 
fund was being allowed. In view thereof the Authority in its determination for FY 2014-15 
again directed the Petitioner to complete the process of creation of separate post retirement 
fund and to transfer amount in the post retirement benefit fund and claim the amount so 

transferred from the Authority in the next year's tariff determination by submission of 
evidence of the amount transferred. Similarly in the tariff determination for the FY 2015-

16, FY 2016-17 and FY 2017-18, the Authority owing to non-creation of the separate post 
retirement fund, once again directed the Petitioner to create the fund. 

20.3. The Petitioner in its instant Petition has not provided any update in the matter, however, 
has requested an amount of Rs.646 million, under the head of post-retirement benefits. 

20.4. The Authority, understands that payment of postretirement benefits to the retired 

employees is a compulsory obligation of the Petitioner and by not creating a separate post 
retirement fund would not absolve the Petitioner from its responsibility in this regard. 

20.5. In view thereof, and considering the fact that FY 2018-19 has already lapsed, the Authority 
has decided to allow the actual payments made by the Petitioner on account of Post-
retirement benefits as per the draft accounts provided by the Petitioner. The actual 
payments reflected in the provisional accounts of the Petitioner is Rs.990 million. 
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Accordingly, th same amount is being allowed to the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19 for the 
postretirement benefits, including the impact of payments for the Ex- WAPDA employees 

retired before 1998. 

20.6. Since, the draft accounts submitted by the Petitioner do not provide any bifurcation of the 
post retirement cost in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, therefore, for the 
purpose of bifurcation of the cost in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, the same 
criteria as adopted by the Petitioner itself to bifurcate its costs in Distribution and Supply 
functions has been adopted. Based on the said criteria, the Petitioner is allowed an amount 
of Rs.762 million, as Post retirement benefits for the FY 2018-19 for Distribution Function. 
The Petitioner is again directed to create a separate post retirement fund. 

21. Operation & Maintenance Costs 

21.1. For projections or assessment of OPEX costs, two commonly used approaches are Ex-Ante 
and the Ex-Post approach. In a regime where the allowed OPEX is determined Ex-Ante, 
there will inevitably be deviations between the allowed and actual expenses, in the form of 
efficiency savings or losses. Thus, resu1tin in two broad options, one that the utility bears 
all savings or losses, i.e. no action is taken by the Regulator. Secondly, the utility shares the 

savings or losses with consumers. The former approach provides the utility with a profit 

incentive to cut costs, but at the same time places the utility at greater financial risk in the 
face of losses. The latter somewhat dilutes efficiency incentives, hut also limits the 
losses/gains for the utility and its customers. 

21.2. The widely used approach is that no adjustments to allowed Revenues or OPEX allowances 
are made hence providing an incentive to the utility to improve its operations. However, 
considering the fact that FY 2018-19 already elapsed, the Authority considers it appropriate 
to use Ex-Post facto approach while determining O&M costs of the Petitioner for the FY 
2018-19. 

22. Repair & Maintenance Exp.enses 

22.1. The Petitioner requested an amount of Rs.574 million on account of R&M cost for the FY 
20 18-19 in its Petition, however, afterwards vide letter dated April 08, 2020, requested that 
actual costs as per its provisional accounts for the FY 2018-19, may also be considered while 
assessing the costs for the FY 2018-19. 

22.2. Considering the fact that FY 2018-19 has already lapsed, the Authority decided to analyze 
the actual expenditure incurred by the Petitioner for repair & Maintenance during the year. 

As per the draft accounts provided by the Petitioner, its actual expenditure under Repair & 
Maintenance is Rs.586 million. Category wise detail of the actual R&M is as under; 
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Description Rs. In Mn 

Offices & Buildin. 41 

132 KV Grid Station Equipment 242 

132 KV Distribution Lines 67 

11 KY Distribution Lines 46 

400 V Low Tension Lines 3 
220 V Low Tension Lines 9 
Distribution Transformers 95 
Service Drop 12 

Meter 33 

General Pant Assets 32 

Others 1 

Total 586 

22.3. A comparison of the Petitioner's allowed vs actual R&M expenditure for the FY 2017-18, 
showed that the Petitioner's actual R&M cost for the F'Y 2017-18 has reduced by around 
19%, when compared with the amount allowed by the Authority, as detailed hereunder; 

R&M Rs. In Mm 

- Actual 541 
2017-18 Allowed 666 

Inc.! (Dec.) -18.78% 

22.4. One of the reasons for reduction in cost ou1d be the direction of the Authority given to the 
Petitioner in its tariff determinations for FY 2017-18, wherein the Petitioner was directed 
to capitalize expenditures i.e. Replacement of Transformers! Meters, instead of expensing 
out the same. The Petitioner probably have started reporting its actual R&M costs and to 

capitalize costs relating to replacement of Transformers! Meters in line with the Authority's 
directions. 

22.5. The Authority believes that adherence to the service standards and improvement of 
customer services is only possible through continuous repair and maintenance of the 
distribution network, therefore, the Authority, in view of the above discussion, based on 
comparison with other XWDISCOs, and the fact that actual cost incurred by the Petitioner 
for the FY20 18-19 i.e. Rs.586 million, has been substantially lower than the Costs allowed 
for the FY 2017-18, and includes largely the impact of inflation over the actual costs of FY 

2017-18, considers the cost incurred for the FY 2018-19 as reasonable and hence the same 
is allowed to the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19. 

22.6. The draft accounts submitted by the Petitioner do not provide any bifurcation of the repair 
& maintenance cost in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, therefore, for the 

purpose of bifurcation of the Cost In terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, the same 
criteria as adopted by the Petitioner itself to bifurcate its costs in Distribution and Supply 

functions has been adopted. Based on the said criteria, the Petitioner is allowed an amount 
of Rs.571 million for repair & maintenance for the FY 2018-19 for its Distribution Function. 

22.7. The Authority observed that the Petitioner is being directed since VY 2015-16, to maintain 
a proper record of its assets byway of tagging each asset for its proper tracking. In addition, 
the Petitioner was also directed to provide an explanation on the concerns raised by the 
Authority in terms of its R&M cost, however, no such explanation has been received from 
the Petitioner. The petitioner is therefore once gain directed to maintain a proper record of 
its assets byway of tagging each asset for its proper tracking and also to provide explanation 
on the concerns raised by the Authority in terms of its R&M cost in the tariff determination 
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for the FY 2015-16. 

23. Travelling Expenses 

23.1. The Petitioner requested in the Petition, an amount of Rs. 187 million on account of 
travelling cost for the FY 2018-19, based on inflation adjustments to the Petitioner's 

operating expenses from the latest available data. However, afterwards vide letter dated 
April 08, 2020, the Petitioner requested that actual costs as per its draft accounts for the FY 
2018-19, may also be considered while assessing the costs for the FY 2018-19. Here it is 
pertinent to mention that the Petitioner was allowed ai amount of Rs.219 million for the 
FY 2017-18. 

23.2. The Authority, considering the fact that FY 2018-19 has already lapsed, decided to analyze 
the actual expenditure incurred by the Petitioner under the head "Travelling". As per the 
provisional accounts of the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19, its actual expenditure under 
travelling for the FY 2018-19 is Rs.245 million. A comparison of the same with the amount 
allowed to the Petitioner for the FY 2017-18, showed that its actual Travelling cost for the 
FY 2018-19 has increased by around 11.87%, as detailed hereunder; 

'J'raveffin2 Exp. Rs. InMin 
Actual 245 

2017-18 Allowed 219 
Inc./ (Dec.) Ii.87% 

23.3. The Authority understands that responsibility of the Petitioner includes the entire 
Baluchistan province, which is around 43% of the total area of Pakistan and in order to 
properly monitor and resolve complaints in timely manner, the Petitioner staff is required 
to travel relatively more frequently. 

23.4. In view of the foregoing discussion, request of the Petitioner to consider its actual costs for 
the FY 2018-19, which includes largely the impact of inflation over the actual Costs for the 
FY 2017-18, and comparison with other XWDISCOs, the Authority, considers the cost 
incurred for Travelling for the FY 20 18-19 as reasonable and hence the same is allowed to 
the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19. 

23.5. The draft accounts submitted by the Petitioner do not provide any bifurcation of the 
Travelling cost in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, therefore, for the purpose of 
bifurcation of the cost in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, the same criteria as 
adopted by the Petitioner itself to bifurcate its costs in Distribution and Supply functions 
has been adopted. Based on the said criteria, the Petitioner is allowed an amount of Rs.197 
million as travelling costs for the FY 2018-19 for its Distribution Function. 

24. Transportation Expenses 

24.1. The Petitioner has requested an amount of Rs.194 million on account of Transportation 
charges, including vehicle repair costs, for the FY 2018-19 based on inflation adjustments to 
the Petitioner's operating expenses from the latest available data. However, afterwards vide 

letter dated April 08, 2020, the Petitioner requested that actual costs as per its draft accounts 

for the FY 2018-19, may also be considered while assessing the costs for the FY 2018-19. 

Here it is pertinent to mention that the Petitioner was allowed an amount of Rs.272 million 

under this head for the FY 2017-18 for both the distribution and supply functions. 

24.2. The Authority, considering the fact that FY 2018-19 has already lapsed, analyzed the actual 
expenditure incurred by the Petitioner under the head "Transportation". As per the 
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provisional accounts of the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19, its actual expenditure under. 
Transportation for the FY 2018-19 is around Rs.226 million. 

24.3. A comparison of the same with the amount allowed to the Petitioner for the FY 2017-18, 
showed that its actual Transportation cost for the FY 2018-19 i.e. Rs.226 million, in fact 
reduced by around 17%. Further, the actual cost for the FY 2018-19 also remained Lower 
even then the actual cost incurred for the FY20 17-18 by around 2%, as detailed hereunder; 

 

Rs. In tvlln 

rDescription QESCO 

Allowed Y 17-18 272.0 

Actual FY 2018-19 225.5 

% Increase! (Decrease -17.10% 

Actual FY 2017-18 231.0 

% Increase/ (Decrease) -2.38% 

24.4. In view of the foregoing discussion, request of the Petitioner to consider its actual Costs for 
the FY 20 18-19 (which in fact remained lower than both the cost allowed and actual 

expenses of the Petitioner for the FY 201 7-1 8), Petitioner's service area, comparison with 
other XWDISCOs, and trend of fuel prices, the Authority, considers the cost incurred for 
Transportation for the FY 2018-19 as reasonable and hence the same is allowed to the 
Petitioner for the FY20 18-19. 

24.5. The draft accounts submitted by the Petitioner do not provide any bifurcation of the 
Transportation cost in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, therefore, for the 
purpose of bifurcation of the cost in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, the same 
criteria as adopted by the Petitioner itself t bifurcate its costs in Distribution and Supply 
functions has been adopted. Based on the said criteria, the Petitioner is allowed an amount 
of Rs.2 12 million as Transportation costs for the FY 2018-19 for its Distribution Function. 

25. QthF 

25.1. The Petitioner has requested an amount of Rs.391 million on account of Other Expenses 
under the head of admin expenses, management fee and miscellaneous expenses for the FY 

2018-19. Other Expenses include Rent, Rates & Taxes, Office Supplies, Legal Fees, Power & 

Light, NEPRA Fees, etc. The Petitioner, afterwards vide letter dated April 08, 2020, 
requested that actual costs as per its provisional accounts for the FY 2018-19, may also be 
considered while assessing the costs for the FY 2018-19. Here it is pertinent to mention that 
the Petitioner's actual expenditure for the FY 2017-18 were Rs.300.10 million, however, the 
Petitioner itself requested an amount of Rs.63 million for the FY 2017-18, which was 
accordingly allowed. 

25.2. Considering the fact that FY 2018-19 has already lapsed, the Authority, analyzed the actual 

expenditure incurred by the Petitioner under the head "Other Expenses". As per the draft 
accounts of the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19, its actual expenditure under this head is 
around Rs.381 million. 

25.3. The Authority, during analysis, noted that the Petitioner included an amount of Rs.242.06 

million on account of miscellaneous expenses and Rs. 1.09 million regarding penalty imposed 
by FBR on account of non-payment of sales tax by order under section 34 of Sales Tax Act, 
1990. A detailed scrutiny of these miscellaneous expenses of Rs.242.06 million, showed that 
the Petitioner has charged Rs.20.35 million as Management Fees of PEPCO. 

25.4. Regarding PEPCO fees, the Authority observed that each DISCO is an independent entity 
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having its own board of. Directors, thus, allowing any cost on the pretext of PEPCO 
Management fee is not logical. Further, the then Ministry of Water & Power, itself in the 
Peshawar High Court submitted that PEPCO shall be dissolved after June 2011. In view 
thereof, the cost of PEPCO fee has not been allowed to the Petitioner. 

25.5. Moreover, the amount of Rs.1.09 million regarding penalty imposed by FBR on account of 
non-payment of sales tax by order under section 34 of Sales Tax Act, 1990, is due to the 
Petitioner's own inefficiencies, which cannot be passed on to the consuthers, hence, 
disallowed. 

25.6. Accordingly, based on the above discussion, 'and after taking into account the 
aforementioned disallowed amounts from the actual expenses of the Petitioner for the FY 
2018-19, the Petitioner prudent costs of total Other Expenses works out as Rs.360 million 
for the FY 2018-19. 

25.7. The provisional accounts submitted by the Petitioner do not provide any bifurcation of the 
Other expenses in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, therefore, for the purpose of 
bifiircation of the cost in terms of Distributioli and Supply Functions, the same criteria as 
adopted by the Petitioner itself to bifurcate its costs in Distribution and Supply functions 
has been adopted. Based on the said criteria, the Petitioner is allowed an amount of Rs.235 
million as Other Expenses for the FY 2018-19 for its Distribution Function. 

25.8. The Petitioner is also directed to provide details of PEPCO Management Fees, if any, claimed 
previously so that same could be adjusted in the subsequent tariff determinations. 

26. Depredation 

26.1. The Petitioner on account of Depreciation Charges has requested an amount of Rs.2,539 
million for the FY 2018-19. The Petitioner provided the following asset wise detail of the 
requested amount; 

Rs. In Mm 

Description Cost Rate Amount 

Land 9,901 - 

Building 3,168 2.00% 63 

Distribution Equipment 67,754 3.50% 2,371 

Generation Equipment 949 3.50% 33 

Other Office Equipment 278 10.00% 28 

Computers 79 25.00% 14 

Vehicles 583 25.00% 29 

Total 82,712 2,539 

26.2. Considering the fact that the period i.e. FY 2018-19, for which the cost is being assessed, has 

already lapsed, the Authority has decided to consider the actual cost incurred by the 
Petitioner in this regard for the FY 2018-19. 

26.3. 'rhe Authority observed that as per the provisional financial accounts provided by the 
Petitioner for tile FY 2018-19, its actual expenditure under depreciation is around Rs.1,261 
million, calculated on actual depreciation rates for each category of Assets, as per the 
Company's policy, based on historical costs of the assets i.e. excluding the impact of 
revaluation as detailed hereunder; 
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Rs. In Mm 

Description Cost Amount 

Land Free.Hold 27 - 

Land LeaseHold 26 - 

Building 2,368 51 

Dist. Equip. 40,604 1,170 

Computers 111 2 

Others ' 1,676 38 

Total 1,261 

26.4. The provisional accounts submitted by the Petitioner do not provide any bifurcation of the 
Other expenses in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, therefore, for the purpose of 
bifurcation of the cost in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, the same criteria as 
adopted by the Petitioner itself to bifurcate its costs in Distribution and Supply functions 

has been adopted, whereby the entire amount of Depreciation has been shown under the 
head of distribution function. Based on the said Criteria, the Petitioner is allowed the entire 
amount of Rs.1,261 million as part of its Distribution function for the FY 2018-19. Here it is 
pertinent to mention that the Authority while going through the financial statements of the 
Petitioner observed that proper disclosure of the Petitioner's fixed assets on cost basis i.e. 
without revaluation is not available in the financial statements. Therefore, in order to assess 
the cost of fixed assets, the Authority obtained certain additional information from the 
Petitioner. The same has been used for working out the net fixed assets of the Petitioner for 
the instant determination and consequently allowing the amount of depreciation. The 
Petitioner is also directed to give clear disclosure of its fixed assets on cost basis i.e. without 
revaluation, in the financial statements. 

26.5. After carefully examining the relevant details and information pertaining to the deferred 
credit and amortization, the Authority has assessed amortization of deferred credit to the 
tune of Rs.553 millionfor the F'Y 2018-19, thus, consumers would bear net depreciation of 
Rs.708 million. 

27. Other Income 

27.1. The Petitioner has projected Rs.1,088 million as Other income for the FY 2018-19 for its 
distribution function. The Petitioner in the petition has stated that the said figure is 
exclusive of late payment surcharges. 

27.2. Other income is considered as a negative cost which may include, but not be limited to, 
amortization of deferred credit, meter and rental income, late-payment charges, profit on 
bank deposits, sale of scrap, income from non-utility operations, commission on PTV fees 
and miscellaneous income. 

27.3. The Authority, considering the fact that FY2018-19 has already lapsed, decided to consider 
the actual other income of the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19, which as per the provisional 
accounts of the Petitioner is around Rs. 1,446 million, including the amount of amortization 
of deferred credit but exclusive of the amount of late payment charges. The Authority in 
consistence with its earlier decision, on the issue, has not included the amount of LPS while 

assessing the other income for FY 2018-19. The Petitioner is accordingly allowed other 
Income of Rs.1,446 million both for the Distribution and Supply Functions for the FY 2018-

19, which does not include late payment charges but inclusive of amortization of deferred 
credit. 

27.4. The provisional accounts submitted by the Petitioner do not provide any bifurcation of the 
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Other Income in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, therefore, for the purpose of 
• bifurcation of the cost in terms of Distribution and Supply Functions, the same criteria as 
adopted by the Petitioner itself to bifurcate its Other Income in Distribution and Supply 
functions has been adopted. Based on the said criteria, the Petitioner is allowed an amount 
of Rs.1,376 million as Other Income for the FY 2018-19 for its Distribution Function. 

27.5. The Authority, however, directs the Petitioner to provide break-up of its other income in 
terms of Distribution and Supply Business in its financial statements. 

28. Whether the requested investment without  submission of 5 Year IGTDP is justified? 
Petitioner must provide the project wise detailed report along with rationale against the 
requested investment for FY 2018-19.  

29. Whether QESCO fully utilized the investments in different heads allowed previously in FY 
2016-17 and FY 2017-18? QESCO is required to provide project 'wise detailed report showing 
benefits achieved so far.  

29.1. The Authority observed that the Petitioner was allowed an investment of Rs.3,080 million 
and Rs.8,000 million for the FY 2016-17 and FY 2017-18 respectively. The investment for 
the FY 2016-17 was allowed keeping in view the actual cost incurred by the Petitioner as 
the determination was issued after completion of F'Y 2016-17 i.e. in July 2018. For the FY 
2017-18, the Petitioner has been able to utilize around 60°/a of the allowed investment i.e. 
Rs.4,748 million against allowed amount of Rs.8,000 million. 

29.2. The Petitioner in the tariff determination for FY 2017-18 was also directed to provide; 

i. Cost/benefit analysis of investments made during last 05 years & technical/financial 
savings achieved. 

ii. Project wise detailed report for the investments allowed for the FY 2016-17 & 2017-18. 

iii. Report on plans for converting tube well connections on Solar. 

29.3. However, no such detail has been provided by the Petitioner either during the hearing or 
afterwards. The Authority has taken a serious notice of non-compliance of its direction in 
true letter & spirit by the Petitioner, which is serious violation of licensing terms that may 
lead to initiation of proceedings against the licensee under the relevant rules, and again 
directs the Petitioner to provide the required information. 

29.4. Although, the Petitioner has failed to comply with the directions of the Authority in terms 
of providing cost benefit analysis of the investments carried out during the previous years, 
yet the importance of investments cannot be ignored in order to provide safe and reliable 
electricity to the consumers. Therefore, the Authority has carried out its own analysis / 
assessment of the Petitioner's Investment requirement for the FY 20 18-19. 

29.5. The Petitioner, as per the Methodology, is required to submit its IGTDP for approval of the 
Authority prior to filing of the tariff petition. The Petitioner has requested an investment of 
Rs.2,043 million for the FY 2018-19 for Distribution of Power (DOP), Energy Loss 
Reduction (ELR), Secondary Transmission & Grid (STG) including consumer financing etc. 
however, the required IGTDP has not been filed. The Petitioner, mentioned in the Petition 
that the required investment of Rs.2,043 million will be made as per the investment plan 
attached, but, no such plan is attached with the petition. The Form 21(A) of the Petition, 
related with the Investment, provided the following information; 
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Rs. In Mm 

 

Description Cost 

SIG 344 

Distribution of Power (DoP) 16 

Energy Loss Reduction (ELR) 88 

Construction of Grid Station & Trnasmisson Linas 395 

Deposit Works 1,200 

Total 2,043 

29.6.-  The Petitioner plans to fund the aforementioned investments through following sources; 

Rs. In Mm 

Description Cost 

Cash Development Loan 395—'  

448 PSDP/ Own Resources 

Grant 1,140 

Consmuer Contribution 60 

Total 2,043 

29.7. No further details in t•erms of cost/benefit analysis, and scope of work in order to justify the 
required investment has been submitted by the Petitioner. 

29.8. Notwithstanding the above, the Authority, understands the significance of the investments, 

in order to cater for the future demands, minimize network constraints / overloading, 
improve performance standard indices and reduction in T&D losses. The Authority observed 
that since the period i.e. FY 2018-19, for which the Investment is being requested has 
already lapsed, therefore it would be more appropriate to consider the actual investments 
made by the Petitioner during the FY 2018-19. As per the Petitioner's draft accounts for the 
FY 20 18-19, it has carried out an investment of Rs.4,446 million (including deposit works) 

during the FY 2018-19. The Petitioner regarding difference between the requested 
investment of Rs.2,043 million in the tariff petition and actual expenditure of Rs.4,446 

million reflected in the draft accounts, submitted tile following; 

"In vestment requested for FY2018-19 was Rs. 2,043 Million against the actual in vestment 

of Rs.4,446 million which indude Rs. 137 million against deposit works. The reason of 

difference in the aforementioned amounts is due to in vestment ofRs. 1,600 million on Mall 
Kharaa transmission line project. Investment in said project was accounted for at the time 
of finalization of accounts i.e. Januaz.; 2020, whereas petition for 2018-19 was filed 3 

months prior to finalization of audited accounts. Further, Advices amounting to Rs. 664 

million were also received after filling ofpetition for FY2018-19 therefore the amount of 
Rs. 664 million was not requested in tariffperirion 2018-19." 

29.9. Accordingly for the FY 2018-19, the Petitioner is allowed an investment of Rs.4,446 million 
- including consumer contribution. 

29.10.The Petitioner is directed to provide project wise report for the investment allowed along-

with its cost/benefit analysis and technical/financial savings achieved by December 31, 2020. 

30. The Petitioner has requested T&D loss target in the supply of power petition, however, being 
relevant to the Distribution of Power business, whether the requested T&D loss target for the 
FY 2018-19 in the supply of power petition is reasonable? Whether this target comprises of 
both Technical and Coxnmerciaj losses? 

30.1. The Petitioner, has requested T&D losses target of 23.63% for the FY 2018-19, against the 
allowed level of 17.50% for the FY 2016-17, with the following break-up. 
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FY 2018-19 

Technical Administrative Total 

20.63% 3.00% 23.63% 

30.2. The Petitioner while justi'ing its request submitted that adjustment of realistic 
Transmission and Distribution losses may be made in the end user tariffs, as the Authority's 
allowed level of17.5% losses cannot be achieved because of low voltage profile; scattered 
and lengthy network and majority of the consumers being at tail end i.e. far away from 

generation Units. 

30.3. The petitioner in its tariff petition, provided the following segregation of technical lasses as 
under: 

Description FY 2018-19 
Transmission Losses at 132kV 7.90% 
11kV Network Losses 10.23% 
LT Line Losses 2.50% 
Total Technical Losses 20.63% 
Units Received (GWh) 6,257 
Units Sold (GWh) 4,779 
Units Lost (GWh) 1,478 
Units Lost 23.63% 
Technical Losses 20.63% 
Administrative Losses 3.00% 

30.4. QESCO in its post hearing submission vide letter No. 6186/CEO/FD/QESCO/Comp dated 5th 

March, 2020 submitted that: 

"T&D losses may be allowed as per independent study by a consultant i.e. M/S 

Power Planner keeping in view the grounds for high losses: 

Most of the QESCO's network is located iij the remote & isolated areas. These lines are 

interminable, overlong distances and extended up to 300km. 

Mostly, shoddy and inferior quality material is installed on rural feeders by the 
agriculture consumers at their own illegally, where average loss ranges from 40% to 

50%. Various vigorous, sincere and crucial efforts were made in past to eradicate and 

uproot illegal and unauthorized tube well connections. In this regard, about 1800 FIR'S 

were registered against culprits stealing power for their tube wells, but Government of 

Baluchistan (GoB) withdrew these FIR's on the pretext of deteriorated law and order 
situation and even the district administration also did not assist QESCO in curbing and 

suppressing this menace, GoB rather insisted to regularize the illegal tube well 
connections at any installed their own substandard material i.e. Jo w quality conductor 
and transfonners. All the attempts and endeavors of QESCO gone to futile in 

eradication of unauthorized material which plays a main role in in crease in line losses. 

Approximately, 15,000 illegal tube well connections, mostly with substandard and low 

rate material were regularized in this context. 

iii. About 75% consumption of QESCO consists of Agriculture consumers. Due to fall in 
waterleve] in all the areas of Baluchisran, illegal and unauthorized shifting of tube well 
connection from one place to another place is a common practice. While shifting of 
tube well connections, the consumers use substandard material which is easily available 
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• in local markers. Despite effc5rts of QESCO, the flow of illegal material could not be 
stopped due to non-cooperavon by the local adm.iiisrration. The usage of substandard 
material is one of the major 'ause ofincreasein line losses. QESCO's effort regarding 
curbing of such practices has already been mentioned above. 

iv. There are 3 x 66k V grid stations in the jurisdiction of QESCO, out of which 2 x grid 
• stations are being fed from SEPCQ 's feeble and frail network. Since these grid stations 

are situated on the tail end, and low voltages are il ways being expefienced. During 
summer season the voltage level sink to 47k Vand 8kVon 66k Vand ilk Yrespectively. 

This critical fall in voltage raises line losses extra ordinary. 

v. The law and order situation throughout Baluchisran is worst. QESCO officials have 
been threatened on so many occasions while pen"onning their official duties. QESGO 
arranged 4 x special magistrates from GoB to assist QESGO officials in control On theft 
of electricity but the services of recovery magistrates which were deputed were 
withdrawn by GoB. 

vi. Non installation ofSVC at 220k Vindustrial grid Querta, Loraki, Khuzdar and Sibi by 

NTDC resulting low voltage during peak season despite several request to NTDC 
authorities. 

vii. Deteriorated, over loaded and old 132k VSibi-Quetta transmission line and unjustified 
village electrification and installation of transmission and extension of 11kV line are 
also main contributors in high T&D losses. 

Keeping in view above perspective it is prayed that T&D losses on the basis of Third party 
T&D loss study may be considered for incorporation in the total losses. The result of the 
study are as under, 

Description % of losses 
T&T 790 
Distribution losses 13.40 
Adinin losses 1.40 
Total 22.70 

Transmissioi Losses  

30.5. The Authority noted that the petitiOner requested for 7.90% transmission losses (as per 
Third Party Loss Study results) for FY 2018-19. The third party study was conducted in FY 
2013-14 on the basis of QESCO's transmission asset (132kV, 66kV and 33kV) statistics 
pertaining to FY 2012-13 which are tabulated as under 

Sr. # Description 
Ason 

30.06.2013 

I Grid Stations 92 Nos. 
2 Transmission line length 5775 kms. 

30.6. M/s. Power Planner International (PPI) has stated in the final report that: 

"The data. of act ual line current flows, bus voltages anti power transformerload currents for 

entire 132k Vand 66k Vsysrem of QESCO was gathered for the conditions ofpeak and off-

peak hours of each month of 2012-13. Thus data for 24- snapshots of the year 2012-13 was 
captured and processed to be used as input to the Study. Thus the annual energy loss come 
out as 7.90%. 
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30.7. The Authority noted that in the said study, the consultant, keeping in view the higher 
transmission losses of 7.90% for QESCO, recommended the following: 

"For QESCO, the installation of switched shunt capacitor banks at Ilk Vievels to bring the 
power lctor of distribution network as high as possible is. very important as during peak 
conditions the iow voltage on the network causes heavier loading on the lines in order to 
meet the load demand, thus causing high losses. In addition, to relieve the heavily loaded 
transmission lines and power transformers by installing more lines and transfrmers orre-
comlucting heavily loaded lines using Rail Conductor to bring the loading reasonably below 
the limit to operate the system comfortably and with Jo w losses." 

30.8. The Authority further noted that the transmission loss study of 7.90% losses is based on old 
data of FY 2012-13 of QESCO's network, however, the present situation of QESCO's 132kV, 
66kV and 33kV assets is as under; 

Sr. # Description 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
1 No. of Grid Stations 92 93 95 104 106 106 
2 MVA Capacity - 2,706 2,715 2,897 3,330 3,397 
3 Transmission line 1ejth 5,775 5,775 5,786 7,416 7,441 7,500 
4 Peak Demand (MW) - 1,762 1,765 1,770 1,800 - 

30.9. The Authority has carried out an analysis of the additons made by the Petitioner in its 
transmission network & variation in electricity demand. As per the analysis, the Petitioner 
has been able to increase its transformation capacity by 22.65% and transmission lines (33kV 
and above) by 28.60% over a period of 3 years i.e. from 2016-2018, whereas, its peak demand 
has registered only an increase of only 1.96%. Thus, there has been significant additions 
made in the transmission network for the transmission of almost same level of electricity 
which must have resulted in improved voltage profile and reduced overloading conditions, 
which resultantly would lead to reduced transmission losses. 

30.10.Based on the above highlighted additions in transmission networks by the Petitioner during 
FY 2016-17, the Authority analyzed the impact of reduced transmission constraints and 
overloading on transmission losses, and made its own technical losses assessment and 
allowed a target of 4.00%  of transmission losses in the tariff determination for FY 2016-17 
and maintained the same target for the FY 2017-18. The Authority observed that the 
Petitioner's current request to allow 7.90% transmission losses for the FY 2018-19 is without 
any logic as the recommendations in the third party study about strengthening transmission 
system of the Petitioner concluded that the situation would improve as a result of additions 
in its transmission system. 

30.11. For the purpose of instant tariff petition, the Authority noted that from FY 2016-17 to F'Y 
2018-19 (in 3 years), the Petitioner enhanced its grid capacity from 2,897 MVA to 3,397 
MVA and added transmission lines of about 100 kilometers. These additions have further 
relieved the transmission network congestions and overloading conditions. 

30.12.The Authority, therefore considers, that the Transmission losses target allowed to the 
Petitioner for the FY 2016-17 and 2017-18, needs to be revised for the F'Y 2018-19, keeping 
in view the improvements made by the Petitioner in its network during the Period. The 
Authority accordingly, has decided to allow the Petitioner a transmission losses target of 
3.85% for the FY 2018-19. 
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31. Di tibution Ldsses .: 

31.1. The Petitioner in its instant tariff petition has requested distribution losses of 12.73% for FY 
2018-19, including 10.23% losses in 11kV networks and 2.50% LT line losses. The losses 
have been claimed on the basis of actual technical losses reported by the petitioner for the 
FY 2018-19. However, the petitioner vide post hearing submission dated 05.03.2020, revised 
its request to allow distribution losses of 13.40% for the FY 2018-19 based on the third party 
distribution losses study. 

- Description Losses 

Annual Energy Loss in HT Ndtwor 11.30% 

Average Energy Loss in the LT Network 1.60% 

Average Energy Loss in the Cables 0.50% 

Average Annual. Energy Loss for QESCO Distribution Network 13.40% 

31.2. l'he Authority while reviewing the third party distribution loss study observed that the 
evaluated losses as per the third party study are based on the values identified iii the power 
market survey Of the Petitioner conducted in FY 2012-13. As per the statement given by 
PPI in the third party loss study; 

"QESCO isresponsibieformainraining a distribution system supplyingpowerto 0.53 million 

consumers through. 540 HT.feeders emanating from 64 grit! stations of different capacity 

consisting of above 32000km 11kV line (HT), 14,000 km LTbne and about 46,000 

distribution transformers as on June 30h,  2013. As per terms of contract the spot year of 

study was 2012-13. 1W conducted the HT analysis of 521 QESCO feeders and 130 LT 

samples. The result of 521 feeders has been e valuated, as the loading for some of the feeders 

was nor available and some feeders have poor voltages L e. less than the acceptable criterion, 
and there were some feeders having convergence problems. The result of 521 feeders and 

all 130 L 7's has been incorporated in this report." 

31.3. The Authority also noted the following detailed segregation of distribution losses in the 
Petitioner's HT and LT networks evaluated by PPI; 

Description % Losses 

Annual Energy Loss in HT Network including line and distribution transformers 11,30% 

Average Energy Loss in the LT Network 1.60% 

Average Energy Loss in the Cables 0.50% 

Average Annual Energy Loss for QESCO Distribution Network . 13.40% 

31.4. The Authority understands that the above statement is not representative of the present 
network conditions of the Petitioner as losses decrease with system improvements. For the 
purpose of analyzing the baseline conditions of the Petitioner's distribution networks which 
were used for assessment of losses by PH pertaining to FY20 12-13, the Authority has made 
the following benchmarks; 

Sr. # Description 30.06.2013 
I No. of 11kV feeders 540 
2 LengthofllkVfeeders 32153 kms 
3 Length of LT lines 14042 kms 
4 HT / LT Ratio 2.29 
5 Average Length  of 11kV feeder  59.54 kms 
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31.5. As mentioned above, in FY 2012-13, QESCO had an HT/LT ratio of 2.29 which was 
considerably prudent i.e. above 2 as per international standards. On the other hand, average 
length of 11kV feeder came out as 59.54 kms which was comparably very high (almost 10 
times) than the required average length i.e. 5-6 kms as per standards/applicable documents. 

31.6. The Authority is of the view that 11kV network losses of 11.30% assessed by PPI were due 
to extra lengthy feeders and the poor/fragile 11kV network components as highlighted 
above by the study. The Authority also feels that Li' line losses of 2.10% assessed by PPI 
were within the permissible limits due to better HT/LT ratio. Therefore, the Authority has 
no reservations on the results of distribution losses study conducted by PPI in FY 2013-14. 

31.7. The Authority noted that the Petitioner vide its post hearing submissions mentioned that. 
illegal and unauthorized shifting of agricultural connections through sub-standard material 
is the main contributor towards high distribution losses. It has also been claimed by the. 
Petitioner that share of energy consumption of agricultural consumers has been recorded as 
75%. The submissions made by the Petitioner have been considered by the Authority and 

from the available record, following data has been extracted to look in to the factual position; 

1escription 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 
No. of Agri Consumers 31,139 31,504 31,824 29,580 29,608 
Total Units Sold (QWh) . 3994 4,220 4,452 4,916 4,779 
Units Sold to Agri. Consumers (GWh) 3,068 3,264 3,417 3,762 3.567 
% Consumption of Ari. Consumers 77 .77 77 77 75 
Amount Billed to Agri. Consumers (Rs. MInI 31,015 42,065 49,565 54,539 54,668 
Amount Recovered from Agri. Consumers (Rs. Miss) 10,395 28,092 17,259 6,431 4,408 
% Recovery 20 65 35 12 8 

31.8. It is shown in the above table that agricultural consumers of the Petitioner consumes about 
75% of the total energy but the recovery from these consumer class is negligible. The 
Authority observed that such adverse situation leads towards high AT&C losses and 
accordingly accepts the claim of the Petitioner in this regard. 

31.9. Regarding Petitioners plea of low voltage profile, the Authority considers it as a planning 
failure on the part of the Petitioner regarding its infrastructure designs. The Authority feels 

that there must be a prudent tendency for reduction of distribution losses by virtue of 
overhauling and rehabilitation activities in QESCO existing network through ELR projects. 

31.10. For the purpose of instant tariff petition and for setting distribution loss targets, the 
Authority further expands its scope of benchmarking for a period of last 6 years i.e. from FY 
2013-14 to FY 2018-19 as follows; 

Description 2014 2015 2016 . 2017 2018 2019 
No. of 11kV feeders 550 570 613 628 .641 642 
Length of 11kV feeders (KMs) 33425 34179 35086 36088 37779 38679 
Length of LT lines (KMs) 14373 14654 14958 15577 16155 16404 
HT / LT Ratio 2.32 2.33 2.34 2.32 2.34 2.36 

Average Length of 11kV feeder (KMs) 60.77 59.96 57.23 57.46 58.94 60.25 

31.11.From above table, it is obvious that no improvement in the average length of 11kV feeders 
has been made by QESGO during last 6 years period whereas, the HT/LT ratio has improved 
from 2.32 to 2.36 during the same period. 

31.12.111 view of the aforementioned facts and analysis, the Authority allows actual losses of 
10.23% for 11kV distribution networks to the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19. For LT line 
losses, the Authority notes that the third party consultant evaluated 2.10% losses in FY 
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2013-14 when HT/LT ratio as recorded as 2 29 which has now improved to 2 36 in FY 
2018-19, therefore, the Authority sets a target of 2.00% LT line losses for FY 2018-19 forthe 
Petitioner. Thus, a total Distribution level loss of 12.23% is allowed to the Petitioner for the 

•FY2018-19. 

32. MarginforLaw&Order: 

32.1. Regarding, margin for Law & Order, the Petitioner has requested a margin of 3% in its tariff 
Petition. Here it is important to mention that the Authority has hever considered request of 
the XWDISCOs for allowing administrative losses, however, a margin for law & order has 
been allowed tovarious DISCOs including the Petitioner which was allowed a margjnfor 
law & order of 2.50% for the FY 2017-18. Similarly, for the purpose of instant tariff 
determination, the Authority has decided to maintain its earlier assessment of 2.50%  and 
accordingly allows the same target of 2.50% as margin for law and order for VY 2018-19 to 
the Petitioner. 

32.2- Based on the discussion in the preceding paragraphs, the Petitioner is allowed the following 
target of T&D losses for the Fl 2018-19; - 

FY 2018-19 

Transmission 
Losses 

11 kV Network 
Losses 

LT Line 
Losses 

Margin for Law 
& Order 

Total Allowed 
T&D Losses 

3.85% 10.23% 2.O'o 2.50% 18.58% 

33. Directions with respect to T&t) losses 

33.1. The Authority has noted with concern that recovery ratio from agricultural consumers is 
very low although these consumers utilize about 75% of total energy in the QESCO's system. 
Accordingly, the Petitioner is directed to focus its efforts for improving collection from these 
consumers and efforts should also be targeted to clear all receivables from the Provincial and 
Federal governments. 

33.2. It is observed that HT/LT ratio in the distribution system have improved from 2.29 in FY 
2012-13 to 2.36 in FY 2018-19. Meaning thereby that the Petitioner enhanced its 11kv 
network to meet the demand of agricultural consumers only, whereas other LT consumers 
have not shown significant expansion. QESCO is therefore directed to target growth in sales 
in other categories of consumers including residential consumers. 

33.3. The Authority further noted that average length of 11kV feeders remained very high i.e. 
about 60 KMs. Therefore, the Petitioner is directed to prepare a detailed plan for bifurcation 
of lengthy 11kV feeders and other planned rehabilitation activities for its distribution 
system through which the length of 11kV lines can be reduced to permissible limits and to 
control distribution losses. 

33.4. The Petitioner must target high loss feeders to bring the overall losses down for which a 
detailed plan be prepared and submitted to the Authority to monitor the progress of QESCO 
in this respect. Similarly, the Petitioner is also directed to carry out a detailed analysis about 
the hard and soft areas relative to its claims in earlier studies. 

33.5. The Authority considers that the Petitioner can minimize its technical losses through 
prudent planning and engineering design practices, therefore, is directed to implement such 
activities and submit is plans in this regard to the Authority. 
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33 6 The Petitioner is also directed to take remedial measures for achievement of performance 
standards as laid down in NEPRA Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005, for 
which a detailed plan be prepared, mentioning steps to be taken by the Petitioner, and 
submitted to the Authority accordingly..' 

34. Whether the projected Return on Regulatory Asset Base (RORB) for the FY 2018-19 is 

35. Whether the requested rate of return (ROR)  is justified? 

35.1. The Petitioner has requested an amount of Rs.6,407 million as RoRB for the FY 2018-
19, using a Rate of Return of 15.65%, by taking into account the projected investment 
of Rs.2,043 million 

35.2. The Petitioner has used the following assumptions for calculation of the requested 
amount of Return; 

Risk Free Rate 11.00% 
Market Premium 8.00% 
Beta . 1.10 
Kibor 13.86% 
Spread 2.00% 
Equity 20.00% 
Debt 80.00% 

35.3. The Authority noted that Section 31(3) of the amended NEPRA Act prescribes that;. 

(b) tariffs should generally be calculated by including a depreciation charge and a rare of 
return on the capital in vestment of each licensee commensurate to that earned by other 
investments of comparable risk; 

(c) tariffs should allow licensees a rate of return which promotes continued reasonable 
investment in equipment and facilities for improved and efficient service; 

35.4. The Authority allows Return to DISCOs based on WACC as no separate financial charges 
are allowed. For calculation of Return of Equity (RoE) component of the WACC, the 
Authority uses the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), being the most widely accepted 
model, applied by Regulatory agencies all over the world to estimate the cost of capital for 
regulated utilities. Since the Authority uses Plain Vanilla WACC, hence the impact of tax 
shield is taken as zero, and in case any tax is actually paid by the Petitioner, it is treated as 
pass through. 

35.5. As per the methodology, in case of negative equity the Authority would consider a 
minimum of 20% equity and any equity in excess of 30% would be considered as debt. 

35.6. For assessment of the RoE component for the FY 2018-19, weighted average yield on 05 
Years Pakistan Investment Bond (PIE) as of June 13, 2018 has been considered as risk free 
rate which is 8.4795%. The expected return on any investment is the sum of the risk-free 
rate and an extra return to compensate for the risk. This extra return or 'risk premium' is 
the difference between market rate of return and risk free rate. Generally, the return on 
stock market index is taken as a measure of market rate of return.. 

35.7. To have an appropriate measure of the market rate of return, analyzed KSE-100 Index 
return, over a period of 8 years, which remained at around 15%. We have also considered 
Analysts' consensus! research houses estimates in this regard. The risk premium used by 
different leading brokerage houses of the country ranges between 6% — 7%. The rate of 
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• return on KSE-100 index remained at around 15%,.which.also, translats.into risk premium 
of around 6.521% (with risk free rare of 8.4795%, Wei'htedA verage Yi'e/cl 0f5- Year PIB as 
ofJune.13, 2018,,). Therefore, keeping in view the aforementioned, Market Risk Premium of 
6.52 1%  is considered as reasonable for calculation of cost of equity component. 

35.8. The Authority, keeping in view the earlier studies in th.é matter, range of betas used by 
international Regulators, and request of the Petitioner, has decided to maintain a beta 'of 
1.10 while assessing the RoP component of tiie Petitioner. 

35.9. As regard the cost of debt, it is the interest rate on which a company would get borrowing 
from the debt market / commercial banks i e a rate at which banks lend to their customers 
In order to have a fair evaluation of the Cost of debt, the Authority has nalyzed the financial 
statements of the DISCOs. The Authority noted that majority of loans obtained by 
XW'DISCOs are relent loans, therefore, keeping in view the NEPRA (Benchmarks for Tariff 
Determination), Guidelines, 2018, and the loans obtained by K-Electric, the Authority 
considers cost of debt as 3 month's KIBOR + 200% spread as reasonable. Consequently, the 
cost of debt has been worked out as 8.93% i.e 3 Months KIBOR o16.93% as of 3rd  July 2018 
plus a spread of 2.00% (200 basis points). 

35.10. Consequent to the aforementioned discussion, th Authbrity has re-worked the WACC as 
below; 

Cost of Equity; 

Ke = + (RR) X 

= 8.4795% + (15%-8.4795% 6,521% xli) = 15.65% 
Cost of Debt; 

Kd = 8.93% 

35.11.Accordingly, the WACC has been worked out as under;. 

WACC; 
WACC= ((Ke x (E / V) + (Kd x (D / V)) 
Where E/Y and DIV are equity and debt ratios respectively taken as 30% and 70%; 
WACC ((15.65% x 30%) + (8.93% x 70%)) 10.95% 

35.12. Thus, using rate of retuln of l0.95/o, the Authority has assessed Rs.4, 126 million as return 
on rate base as per the following calculations: 

Description 

FY 2018.19' 

Rs.lnMfn 

Fixed Assets 0/B 43,307 

Addition 1.506 

Fixed Assets C/B 44,813 
Depreciation 14,692 
Net Fixed Assets 30,121 

Capital WIP C/B 25, 120 
Fixed Assets Inc. WIP 55,241 

Less: Deferred Credits 16,636 

Total RAB FY2018-19 38,605 

Average RAB FY2018.19 37,690 

WACC 10.95% 

RORB 4,126 

35.13.The Authority during the tariff determination of the Petitioner for the FY 2015-16, noted 
that the Petitioner has insufficient cash balance as on 30th  June 2015 against its pending 
liability of receipt against deposit works and consumer security deposits, which indicated 
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that the amount received against the aforementioned heads has been utilized somewhere 
else and the Petitioner failed to provide details in this regard. The Authority is of the view 
that the amount collected as security deposit cannot be utilized for any other reason and any 
profit earned thereon has to be distributed to the consumers. Also, the amount collected 
under the head of receipt against deposit works has to be spent for the purpose for which it 
has been collected. The utilization of the money collected against deposit works and security 
deposits other than the works for which it has been received is illegal and unlawful. In view 
thereof, the Petitioner in the tariff determination for the FY 2015-16, F'Y 2016-17 and FY 
20 17-18 was directed to provide rational! justification for improper utilization of the money 
because the consumers have to suffer unnecessary delay on this account. 

35.. 14.Similarly for the FY 2018-19, the Authority has again observed that the Petitioner has 
insufficient cash balance as on 30th  June 2019, against its pending liability of receipt against 
deposit works and consumer security deposits, thus, indicating that the amount received 
against the aforementioned heads has been utilized somewhere else for which no details 
have been provided. Thus, it would be unfair and, unjust with the consumers to suffer due 
to the unlawful act of the ietitioner. 

35.15.Accordingly, the Authority decided, to include the amount of receipts against deposit works 
as a part of Deferred Credits for the assessment of RAB for FY 20 18-19, after excluding 
therefrom the cash! bank balances and the amount of stores & Spares available with the 
Petitioner as on June 30, 2019. 

35.16.The Authority again directs the Petitioner to ensure that in future consumer's deposits are 
not utilized for any other purpose. The Petitioner is also directed to restrain from unlawful 
utilization of receipts against deposit works and security deposits, failing which, the 
proceedings under the relevant law may be initiated against the Petitioner. The Petitioner 
is also directed to give clear disclosures in its Financial Statements with respect to the 
consumer financed spares and Stores, work in progress and cash & bank balance. 

35.17.Based on the discussion made in the preceding paragraphs, incorporating all the 
aforementioned increases, the Authority has assessed Rs.8,771 million on account of O&M 
expenses i.e. salaries, wages and other benefits including post-retirement benefits, traveling, 
transportation, other expenses, repair & maintenance, Depreciation, RoRB and other 
income for the FY 2018-19 for its Distribution Function, as tabulated below; 

Description. .Rs. In Mm 

Pay & Alowances 3,007 

Replacement Hiring (223) 

Post Retremerit Benefits 762 

Repair & Maintainance 571 

Traveling allowance 197 

Vehicle maintenance 212 

Other expenses 235 

O&M Cost 4,76Q. 
Depriciaton 1,261 

RORB 4,126 

0. Income (1,376) 

Distribution Margin 8,771 

36. Prior Period Adjustment 

36.1. The Petitioner in the instant tariff petition has not requested any PYA, however, has claimed 
the entire PYA in its tariff Petitions for the FY 2019-20. 
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36.2. The Authority understands that the since the power to notify NEPRA determined-tariff rests 
with the Federal Government, and keeping in view the timing of instant decision whereby - 
the financial year FY 2018-19 has already lapsed, therefore, the Federal Governnent -may 
notify either the tariff determined for the FY 2018-19 or the FY 2019-20. Therefore, in order 
to ensure recovery of the arrears, the PYA up-to FY 2017-18, has been included in the 
instant tariff petition of the Petitioner. 

36.3. The Prior Year Adjustment includes the impactof variation in the following: 
i. Difference between the actual PPP billed and the amount recovered by the DISCO. 

ii. Difference between the assessed DM and the amount actually recovered. 
iii. Difference between the previously assessed PYA and the amount actually recovered. 
iv. Difference between actual other income and the amount allowed 
v. Variation due to Sales Mix. 

36.4. It is important to highlight that variation between the PPP billed to DISCOs by CPPA-G 
and the amount recovered by the DISCOs are being accounted for separately through 

• Quarterly/Bi-Annual Adjustment mechanism, therefore, the instant PYA includes accounts 
• for the remaining components. 

36.5. Here it is also pertinent to mention that the Authority through its interim decision dated 
September 27, 2019, in the matter of requests filed by Ministry of Energy (MoE) regarding 
Annual adjustment / indexation of Distribution Margin of DISCOs, allowed an amount of 

Rs.1,603 million as Interim adjustment to the Petitioner strictly on provisional/interim 
basis, subject to its adjustment once the annual adjustments of the Petitioner is finalized by 
the Authority. The said decision was notified by the Federal Government w.e.f. October 01, 

2019 and would continue till September 30, 2020, whereby, the Petitioner has been allowed 
to recover the said amount through monthly billing as a separate tariff component. In view 

of thereof and the considering the fact that the Petitioner's adjustment request for the FY 
2019-20 is being finalized, the amount of Rs.1,603 million allowed on interim basis, has been 
adjusted back through PYA. Any under! over recovery of the allowed Interim DM would 
be adjusted subsequently as PYA. 

36.6. Based on the discussion made in the above paragraphs, the Authority has assessed the 
following PYA of the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19; 
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36.7. The Petitioner in its PYA working of FY 2019-20 has allocated around.91% of the requested 
PYA amount to its distribution function and around 9% to the Supply Function. The 
Authority in line with the criteria adopted by the Petitioner has proportionately allocated 
the total amount of PYA as worked above, to the Distribution and Supply Functions. 
Accordingly, the amount of PYA for the Distribution function of the Petitioner works out 
as negative Rs.791 million (Rs.870 million x 91%), which has been included in the total 
Revenue Requirement of the Petitioner forthe FY 2018-19. 

37. As per the available record, QESCO is unable to draw its allocated power quota. QESCO is 
required to submit reasons for less drawl by identifying the grey areas in its transmission and 
distribution system. QESCO is also required to submit load shedding policy in high loss areas 
and what are the proposed plans specifically for loss reduction and removal of overloading 
and sytem constraints I congestions to ensure full drawl of its allocated quota? 

37.1. The Petitioner on the issue of less withdrawal of electricity than allocated quota submitted 
during the hearing that its Maximum Demand is around 1,820 MW, against which its 
allocation is around 1,463 MW. However, the actual withdrawal remained at around 966 
MW i.e. around 66%. 

37.2. The Petitioner while justifying the •less withdrawal of allocated quota submitted the. 
f011owing; 

v' Policy of Load shedding on the basis of AT&C losses 

/ 132 KV and 11 KV system constrains 

v' 1-luge investment is required to remove constrains 

/ Continue efforts are being made to remove constrains 

37.3. The Authority observed that. as per the Petitioner, the Policy of Load shedding on the basis 
of high AT&C losses by Government is a major reason for less power drawl than the 
allocated quota. 

37.4. The Authority noted that the Petitioner has..identified 132kv and 11kV system constrains 
in its network, as one of the reason for less power drawl and mentioned that. huge 
investment is required to remove system constrains. In this regard the Authority has always 
encouraged the Petitioner to undertake such investment plans which are essentially 
iquired to overcome system constraints by allowing the requested investments in its 
previous determinations. However, as explained in the preceding paras, the Petitioner was 
able to utilizethe allowed investment for the FY 2017-18 only to the extent of 60% and 
despite clear directions of the Authority, failed to provide the project wise detail of 
investment incurred along-with the resultant technical! financial savings. 

QESCO as per provisions of the NEPRA Act is responsible to make such plans which relieved 
the network congestions / constraints. Therefore the Authority directs QESCO to prepare 
schemes for removal of system congestion and constraints and submit the same as part of 
their five years IGTDP for approval of the Authority before filing of next tariff petition. 

38. Whether the existing Tariff Terms and Conditions needs to be modified to incorporate 
concerns raised by various consumers? 

38.1. A lot of complaints have been received through Pakistan Citizen Portal, as well as in the 
Consumer Affairs Depaitnient of NEPRA, from XWDISCOs and other stakeholders, 
regarding clarification of Terms & Conditions with regard to applicability of tariff for 
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different consumer categories ii 'cc Hostels (Commercial) Foreign Embassies Water pumps 
& tube-wells, Fish farms etc. 

38.2. In order to address these concerns, the Authority framed an issue for discussion during the 
hearing of DISCOs and for providing written comments in this regard. The Petitioner during 
the hearing requested for clarification regarding tariff to be charged to Cold storage, private 
hostels and fish farms! hatcheries. 

38.3. Further, the Ministry of Energy (MOE) vide letter dated May 20, 2020, fotwarded request 
from the Government f Punjab for revision in Tariff Category for Water and Sanitatioh 
Agencies (WASA) in Punjab from A-3 General Service Category to D-I(b) SCARP (Salinity 
Control & Reclamation Program). 

38.4. The Authority considers that SCARP is nOt the relevant Tariff category for Water Schemes 
as SCARP is applicable to all Reclamation and Drainage Operation pumping under SCARP 
related installation. Moreover, the purpose of creation of A-3 category was to reduce the 
undue benefit of Off-Peak rates for such consumers who although have TOU meters but 
only operate during day hours. In view thereof, the Authority has decided to maintain its 
earlier decision of inclusion of water schemes under A-3 category. 

38.5. The Authority has also decided the other concerns of the DISCOs and other stakeholdersby 
amending the terms & conditions of the tariff, if deemed correct, and the same are attached 
with the Supply Tariff determination of the Petitioner for the FY 2018-19. 

39. Whether the distribution margin should be recovered on Rs./kW or Rs./kWh basis? 

39.1. For allocation of distribution network costs, different approaches are beirig used worldwide, 
however, there is no universally accepted methodology for allocating grid Costs, and a 
variety of criteria have been adopted for this end. 'The most prominent classification is the 
distinction between capacity tariffs and volumetric tariffs or Hybrid Models, combining 
both Capacity and Volumetric tariffs. Capacity tariffs depend on the peak load as grid costs 
are mainly capacity driven, therefore, consumers with high peak loads pay the highest 
network costs, as the line or feeder is dimensioned to cope with the maximum power in kW 

or MW it is expected to carry at a certain point in time, not by the volume (k'Wh or MWh), 
it is expected to transmit over a certain time period. On the other hand, volumetric tariffs 
are charged for each kWh of electricity consumed from the grid and are easier to implement 
with conventional meters. Volumetric tariffs can be; 

/ proportionate: consumers pay per kWh, independent of volume level; 

/ progressive: the tariff per kWh increases with an increasing consumption level; 

V regressive: the tariff per kWh decreases with an increasing consumption level; and, 

V time-of-use: different tariffs in line with the available grid capacity (peak/off-peak). 

39.2. The idea behind following any specific methodology for the cost recovery is that the DISCO, 
responsible for maintaining, developing and operating the distribution network, must be 
able to recuperate its prudently incurred costs. It must be reminded that DISCO is a natural 
monopoly, meaning that it is cheaper to have one company building and operating the 
distribution network rather to have multiple. companies, duplicating the necessary lines and 
competing for consumers to connect to their network. 

39.3. In view thereof, the Authority for the sake of simplicity, ease of understanding, and the fact 

that the majority of the meters installed at consumer end level do not have the capability to 
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record the peak load of consumers and aJsb keeping in view the request of the Petitioner to• 
allow a Rs./kWh rate, has decided• to adopt the Rs./kWh approach for recovery of the 
allowed re'enue requirement of the Petitioner from its consumers. 

394. Here it is also pertinent to mention that the Petitioner is allowed a revenue cap target, 
whereby, it is hedged against any volume risk, as they make allowed revenues independent 
of the number of. users served and energy delivered. Thus, in case on any over! under 
recovery of the allowed revenues based on the allowed benchmarks of T&D losses and 
recovery, would be adjusted in the subsequent tariff settings of the Petitioners. 

40. Whether the ToU meters installed on Residential ad General Service connections have the 
capability to record MDI? Whether there should  any Fixed Charges on residential and General 
Services consumers? 

40.1. The Petitioner during the hearing submitted that although the TOU meters have the 
capability to record MDI, however, the billing software records K\Vh only. 

40.2. . The Authority observed that currently no fixed charges are being levied on Domestic 
consumers and General Service Category, i.e. such consumers only pay variable charge @ 
Rs./kWh, based on the amount of actual energy consumed during the month. 

40.3.. Considering the increase in capacity charges coupled with demand exiting the system due 
to net metering etc., the Authority is cognizant that there is a need to levy Certain fixed 
charges for those domestic and general services consumers who have installed net metering 
facility, however, as the issue requires further deliberation, therefore, the Authority has 
decided not to levy any fixed charges for such consumers. 

41. Wheeling Issues 

41.1. The Authority approved National Electric Power Regulatory Authority (Wheeling of 
Electric Power) Regulations, 2016 (the Regulations) vide SRO dated June 13, 2016, in order 
to facilitate wheeling of power in the country. However, different stakeholders voiced their 
concerns on the Regulations in terms of treatment of 'r&D losses during wheeling, 
imposition of Cross subsidies, treatment of Stranded costs if any, applicability of Use of 
System charges of NTDC, Hybrid BPCs, and Banked Energy etc. 

41.2. The Authority accordingly made two additional issues of Cross Subsidy charge and Stranded 
cost under the instant petition, for which advertisement was published in the leading 
newspapers on September 9th,  2020 .and hearing in this regard was held on 17th  September, 
2020. Here it is also pertinent to mention that to get an international view on these issues, 
the Authority has also engaged an international consultant through USAID. 

41.3. The Authority considering the impact of the above issues on the power sector, considers 
that the matter requires further deliberations, and has therefore decided to issue a separate 
additional decision on the aforementioned proceedings. 

41.4. Thus, the Use of System Charge (UoSC) determined by the Authority in the instant decision, 
as mentioned under the Order part, may be revised accordingly, if required in light of the 
decision of the Authority on the wheeling issues, which will be issued separately. 

42. Order 

42.1. In view of the discussion made in preceding paragraphs and accounting for the adjustments 
discussed above, the revenue requirement of the Petitioner, for the FY 2018-19, to the extent 
of its distribution function is summarized as under; 
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42.2. Quetta Electric Supply Company Limited (QESCO), being adistribution licensee, is allowed 
to charge its consumers, in addition to cdmpensation for losses as discussed above, the 
following "Use of system charge" (UOSC); 

Description 
For132kV For 11kv Forboth 132 

Only Only & 11kv 

Asset Alocation  

Level of Losses  

UoSC Rs./kWh 

28%  

•3.85%  

0.45 

43% 

10. 64% 

0.77 

71% 

14.08% 

1.27 

42.3. Use of System Charge (UoSC), as mentioned above, may be revised accordingly, if required 
in light of the decision of the Authority on the wheeling issues, which will be issued 
separately. 

42.4. Responsible to provide distribution service within its service territory on a non-
discriminatory basis to all the consumers who meet the eligibility criteria laid down by the 
Authority, 

42.5. To make its system available for operation by any other licensee, consistent with applicable 
instructions established by the system operator. 

42.6. To follow the performance standards laid down by the Authority for distribution and 
transmission of electric power, including safety, health and environmental protection 

instructions issued by the Authority or any Governmental agency [or Provincial 
Government. 

42.7. To develop, maintain and publicly make available, with the prior approval of the Authority, 
an investment program for satisfying its service obligations and acquiring and selling its 
assets. 
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428. To disconnect the provision of electri c power to a consumer for default in payment of power 
charges or to a consumer who is involved in theft of electric power on the recluest  of licensee. 

42.9. The Petitioner shall comply with, all the existing or future applicable Rules, Regulations, 
orders of the Authority and other applicable documents as issued from time to time. 

43. Summary of Direction 

43.1. A summary of all directions passed in this determination by the Authority are reproduced 
hereunder. The Authority hereby directs the Petitioner to; 

i. File Multi Year Tariff Petition for a tariff control period of five year to avoid any delay 
in tariff determinations. 

Segment reporting with clear break-up of costs in the financial statements for the FY 
20 19-20 and onward for Distribution and Supply Functions in light of the amended 
NEPRA Act. 

iii. to immediately provide electricity connections to all the pending applications without 
further delay and submit a progress report in this regard by the end of each quarter. 

iv. to immediately stop the existing practice of deducting 20% of SAP funds for grid 
augmentation and carry out the augmentation of the grid after coordinating with the 
Ministry of Energy and report be shared with the Authority by December 31, 2020. 

v. to ensure that consumer's deposits are not utilized for any other purpose and the same 
is reflected in the Audited accounts for the FY 2020-2 1 & onward. 

vi. to restrain from unlawful utilization of receipts against deposit works and security 
deposits immediately, and the same is reflected in the Audited accounts for the FY 
2020-2 1 & onward. 

vii. to give clear disclosures in its Financial Statements with respect to the consumer 
financed spares and stores, work in progress and cash & bank balance for the FY 2020- 
21 & onward. 

viii. Provide the certificate of replacement hiring from its Auditors as directed by the 
Authority in its previous tariff determinations by June 30, 2021. 

ix. Give clear disclosure for all its assets on cost basis i.e. without revaluation, in its 
financial statements for the FY 2019-20 and onwards. 

x. Provide the required details of late payment charges recovered from the corisu.mers 
and invoices raised by CPPA (G) under the head of mark-up on delayed payments for 
the period from FY 2015-16 to FY 2018-19, in its next tariff petition. 

xi. Create a separate post retirement fund by March 31, 2021, and report in this regard be 
submitted to the Authority. 

xii. to ensure proper tagging of assets so that costs incurred are properly classified as per 
their nature and report be submitted to the Authority by June 30, 2021. 

xiii. to provide details of PEPCO Management Fees, if any, claimed previously by March 
31, 2021, so that same could be adjusted in the subsequent tariff determinations. 

xiv. Provide project wise detailed report for the investment carried out along-with their 
cost/benefit analysis and technical/financial savings achieved by June 30, 2021. 
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xv. Focus its efforts, for improving collection from Agriculture consumers and efforts 
should also be targeted to clear all receivables from the Provincial and Federal 
governments. 

xvi. Target sales growth in other categories of consumers including residential consumers. 

xvii. Prepare a detailed plan for bifurcation of lengthy 11kV feeders and other planned 
rehabilitation activities for its distribution system through which the length of 1 1kV 
lines can be reduced to permissible limits and to control distribution losses. 

xviii. Carry Out detailed analysis about the hard and soft areas relative to claims in earlier 
studies. 

xix. Take remedial measures for achievement of performance standards as laid down in 
NEPRA Performance Standards (Distribution) Rules, 2005. 

43.2. The determination of the Authority is hereby intimated to the Federal Government for 
notification in the official gazette in terms of section 31(7) of the Regulation of Generation, 
Transmission and Distribution of Electric Power Act, 1997. 

AUThORITY 
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